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Abstract. High-precision constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG) will sig-
nificantly improve our understanding of the physics of the early universe. Among all the
subtleties in using large scale structure observables to constrain PNG, accounting for rel-
ativistic corrections to the clustering statistics is particularly important for the upcoming
galaxy surveys covering progressively larger fraction of the sky. We focus on relativistic
projection effects due to the fact that we observe the galaxies through the light that
reaches the telescope on perturbed geodesics. These projection effects can give rise to
an effective fNL that can be misinterpreted as the primordial non-Gaussianity signal and
hence is a systematic to be carefully computed and accounted for in modelling of the
bispectrum. We develop the technique to properly account for relativistic effects in terms
of purely observable quantities, namely angles and redshifts. We give some examples by
applying this approach to a subset of the contributions to the tree-level bispectrum of the
observed galaxy number counts calculated within perturbation theory and estimate the
corresponding non-Gaussianity parameter, fNL, for the local, equilateral and orthogonal
shapes. For the local shape, we also compute the local non-Gaussianity resulting from
terms obtained using the consistency relation for observed number counts. Our goal here
is not to give a precise estimate of fNL for each shape but rather we aim to provide a
scheme to compute the non-Gaussian contamination due to relativistic projection effects.
For the terms considered in this work, we obtain contamination of f locNL ∼ O(1).
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1 Introduction
Understanding the mechanism behind the generation of primordial fluctuations which
sets the seed of the Large Scale Structure (LSS) of the Universe, is one of the main open
fundamental questions in cosmology. Latest high-precision measurements of tempera-
ture and polarization anisotropies of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) from
Planck satellite [1] are consistent with adiabatic, nearly scale-invariant and Gaussian pri-
mordial fluctuations in agreement with the predictions of simplest inflationary models.
Constraints on the level of non-Gaussianity of the primordial fluctuations will result in
significant improvement in our understanding of the physics of the early universe. For
example, achieving a high sensitivity on the local non-Gaussianity parameter f loc.NL is of
great theoretical interest since it could enable us to distinguish between various models
of inflation [2].
High-precision measurements of the clustering statistics of LSS such as power spec-
trum and bispectrum are our best hope to obtain such an accuracy, beyond the limits set
– 1 –
by the CMB, due to the large number of available modes. Indeed, the target accuracy for
the upcoming LSS surveys is ∆f loc.NL ' O(1) for local primordial non-Gaussianity (PNG)
[3, 4], while for other shapes is ∆fNL ∼ O(10) [5]. PNG of the local shape leaves a distinct
signature on the galaxy power spectrum by inducing a scale-dependant contribution to
the biasing relation between the dark matter and the galaxy overdensities [6, 7]. This
signature has been used to set constraint on fNL of the local shape [8, 9]. The galaxy
bispectrum contains additional information on PNG since it is sensitive to all shapes. It
also provides a consistency check for the constraints obtained with the power spectrum
[10–12]. On the other hand, compared to the CMB, constraining fNL from LSS and fully
exploiting its potential is more challenging.
Accurate theoretical modelling of these observables should necessarily account for
four factors. The first is the non-linearities in the evolution of the dark matter density
field. Unlike the CMB where the anisotropies are small enough to be studied in the linear
regime of cosmological perturbations, the LSS is highly non-linear due to nonlinear growth
of structures. Second, the LSS is a biased tracer of the underlying dark matter. This
relation in principle is non-linear and scale-dependant. Third, the LSS biased tracers are
observed in redshift space rather than in real space: their peculiar velocity unavoidably
induces redshift-space distortions (RSD) in their observed overdensity. Fourth, which is
the focus of the current paper, on the largest scales probed by upcoming LSS surveys, one
has to take into account relativistic projection effects which affect the observed redshift
and angular position of the galaxy, beyond RSD. Furthermore, even at smaller scales when
correlating different redshift bins lensing effects can give an important contribution.
Analogously to what is done for the CMB, any contribution to the bispectrum which
looks like PNG should be subtracted from the measurement before estimating the level
of the primordial signal. In the case of the CMB, the main contamination to f loc.NL is
found to be the ISW-lensing effect [13, 14]. For the galaxy bispectrum however the task
in hand is more complicated as even at the tree-level in perturbation theory, the signal is
dominated by non-primordial contributions. Therefore, to achieve the target sensitivity
of ∆fNL ' O(1) for the upcoming LSS surveys, determining the contamination to the
non-Gaussian parameter at the same accuracy is essential.
In addition to the well-known contributions from the gravitational evolution often re-
ferred to as “Newtonian terms”, which can be calculated using a Newtonian perturbation
theory scheme such as standard perturbation theory (SPT), there are several relativistic
projection contributions. These corrections arise due to the fact that we observe galax-
ies through photons which have travelled on perturbed geodesics in a clumpy universe
into our telescope [15–18]. In computing the observed quantities such as galaxy number
counts, we therefore need to account for this projection1on our past light-cone.
Also it should be noted that the Newtonian terms are known to give a large con-
tribution to local non-Gaussianity of the order of 103 − 104 [19, 22]. In this sense, the
effects we consider here are sub-leading corrections to the Newtonian terms. However, if
ignored, they can bias the measurement of the primordial signal by a value comparable
to the precision promised by future surveys. Therefore, they need to be properly taken
into account in the modelling be it analytically or using relativistic N-body simulations,
see e.g. [23].
Within perturbation theory, in order to calculate the tree-level bispectrum induced
by projection effects and assuming Gaussian initial conditions, a fully relativistic de-
1Note that the contribution of the projection effects should not be confused with the bispectrum
generated by the dynamics beyond the Newtonian approximation as in [19–21].
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scription of the observed galaxy number counts up to second order is necessary. This
has been recently developed by several groups [24–26] for the observed galaxy number
counts in terms of the observed angles and redshifts. The bispectrum evaluated within
the perturbative scheme has the advantage that it is complete within the validity region
of perturbation theory. Also it is valid for any triangular configuration. However esti-
mating the effective contamination to fNL using the full expression is rather cumbersome
as there are hundreds of terms contributing. Up to now there has been no estimate of
the effective fNL from the second-order calculation.
Taking a different approach, Kehagias et al. [27] derived a consistency relation for
the observed galaxy bispectrum which allows to calculate the observed galaxy bispectrum
in the squeezed limit neglecting contributions from curvature and tidal effects which are
proportional to second derivatives of the gravitational potential. Since the bispectrum of
the local-shape is assumed to peak at the squeezed limit, the authors used this result to
give an order of magnitude estimation of the effective fNL due to relativistic projection
effects that has to be subtracted from the measured value. On the one hand, this relation
is more tractable than the full second-order calculation and can be used at arbitrary
small scales for the short modes. On the other, it is only valid in the squeezed limit by
construction and there are physical effects such as curvature and tidal contributions that
can not be captured by this argument.
Another approach has recently been taken in Umeh et al. [28]. There they compute
the bispectrum including all terms of the relativistic calculation in [24] which do not
contain integrals over the line of sight. But they present the result in Fourier space and
not in the observable angular and redshift space. Also their definition of fNL differs from
ours which makes it difficult to directly compare the results.
The fully relativistic approach and the calculation using the consistency relation
should agree on regimes where both assumptions, namely validity of perturbation theory
and super-Hubble long modes, are valid. We leave this interesting comparison to a future
work, while we are now interested in developing and applying a proper scheme to include
relativistic effects in terms of directly observable quantities.
In particular, we evaluate here the level of non-Gaussianity generated by a sub-
set of the contributions to the observed galaxy bispectrum calculated in [26, 29]. We
classify various corrections by the number of derivatives with respect to the metric per-
turbations and integrals along the light-cone they contain. Here, what we mean by the
non-Gaussianity induced by projection effects is the systematic shift in a measurement
of fNL if these effects are neglected. The goal of the paper is not to make an exhaustive
analysis of all (hundreds of) terms appearing in the second order expression to give a
precise value of the effective fNL due to relativistic corrections. Because cancellations
between terms can happen, a full analysis will very likely be required in the end and we
leave it for future work. Here we rather aim at highlighting the importance of projection
effects by accurately estimating the level of non-Gaussianity that some of them can gen-
erate. It should be emphasized that this calculation is the first of its kind; we develop
the numerical scheme to evaluate the bispectrum templates for the local, equilateral and
orthogonal shapes in redshift and angular space: z`m-space. This is a necessary ingre-
dient in accurately estimating the value of fNL of a given non-Gaussian shape, as one
should project the theoretical bispectrum calculated in terms of the observed angles and
redshifts onto the non-Gaussian templates in z`m-space and sum over all the triangular
configurations.
In this preliminary work, we provide simple examples essentially limited to a single
– 3 –
redshift slice and to relatively large scales. By including several redshift bins it is possible
to recover the full 3-dimensional information, as shown for the redshift dependent angular
power spectra in [30, 31]. Therefore redshift evolution and smaller scales may help in
disentangling primordial non-Gaussianity from the LSS contaminations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we set up the basics by
reviewing bispectrum templates in Fourier space. Next we calculate their counterpart
in z`m-space and point out some subtleties in the numerical evaluation of the integrals.
We close this section by defining the shape correlation in z`m-space between local and
equilateral templates and we define the f effNL as the normalized amplitude of the projected
bispectrum of the projection effects onto a particular PNG template. In Sect. 3, we re-
view the theoretical bispectrum from relativistic corrections as calculated via consistency
relation argument and also the subset of terms in the bispectrum calculated from second-
order perturbation theory. In Sect. 4 we present the estimates for the effective fNL from
various terms that we considered for local, equilateral and orthogonal shapes. We also
estimate fNL for the local shape using the bispectrum obtained from consistency relation.
Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5.
All numerical results presented have been obtained with the following cosmological
parameters: h = 0.67, ωb = 0.022, ωcdm = 0.12 and vanishing curvature. The primordial
curvature power spectrum has the amplitude As = 2.215× 10−9, the pivot scale kpivot =
0.05Mpc−1, the spectral index ns = 1 and no running.
2 Primordial non-Gaussianities in the observed bispectrum
To quantify the contamination from projection effects to the measured primordial fNL
of a given shape, we need to project the bispectrum from relativistic corrections onto
the corresponding primordial bispectrum template for that shape. For the rest of our
discussion, we focus on local, equilateral and orthogonal templates. Below we first set
the basic notation and define the initial conditions in terms of the primordial bispectrum
for these PNG shapes. Next we derive corresponding templates in terms of galaxy number
counts in z`m-space and discuss in details some subtleties in evaluating the numerical
integrals.
2.1 Primordial non-Gaussian shapes
While the statistics of Gaussian fluctuations is fully determined by the lowest order
correlation function, i.e. 2-point function or its Fourier transform, the power spectrum,
to describe non-Gaussian fields one needs to consider higher order correlation functions.
For the rest of our discussion we focus on the lowest order non-Gaussian statistics of
primordial fluctuations, the 3-point function and its counterpart in Fourier space, the
bispectrum. We therefore consider the non-Gaussian initial conditions given in terms of
the bispectrum of the primordial curvature perturbation ζ defined as
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉 = (2pi)3δ(3)D (k1 + k2 + k3)Bζ(k1, k2, k3) , (2.1)
where 〈...〉 denotes the ensemble average and we assumed statistical homogeneity and
isotropy. The primordial bispectrum is often parameterized as
Bζ(k1, k2, k3) = f
shape
NL Fshape(k1, k2, k3) , (2.2)
where f shapeNL is a normalized amplitude and Fshape(k1, k2, k3) encodes the functional de-
pendance of the primordial bispectrum on the specific triangular configuration. Therefore
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constraints on PNG are reported as constraints on the amplitude parameter for a partic-
ular shape. Different inflationary models, give specific prediction for the amplitude and
the shape of bispectrum [32, 33]. Therefore constraints on PNG provide an invaluable
window to distinguish between inflationary models.
For the rest of our discussion, we consider three commonly used separable shapes2,
the local, equilateral and orthogonal. For a scale-invariant primordial power spectrum
Pζ(k) = Aζk
−3, the local template is given by [22, 34–36]
Blocalζ (k1, k2, k3) =
6
5
f loc.NL [Pζ(k1)Pζ(k2) + 2 perms.] =
6
5
f loc.NL A
2
ζ
(
1
k32k
3
3
+ 2 perms.
)
,
(2.3)
while the equilateral template is defined as [37]
Bequilζ (k1, k2, k3) =
18
5
f eq.NLA
2
ζ
[
−
(
1
k31k
3
2
+ 2 perms.
)
− 2
k21k
2
2k
2
3
+
(
1
k1k22k
3
3
+ 5 perms.
)]
,
(2.4)
and the orthogonal template is given by [38]
Borthζ (k1, k2, k3) =
18
5
f orthNL A
2
ζ
[
−
(
3
k31k
3
2
+ 2 perms.
)
− 8
k21k
2
2k
2
3
+
(
3
k1k22k
3
3
+ 5 perms.
)]
.
(2.5)
2.2 Computing the non-Gaussian shapes in z`m-space
To obtain the shape templates in terms of observable quantities we need to compute the
bispectrum related to the 3-point function
〈∆g (n1, z1) ∆g (n2, z2) ∆g (n3, z3)〉 , (2.6)
given the PNG initial conditions set by Eqs. (2.3-2.5), and the observable galaxy number
counts, in terms of the observed redshift z and the angular position3 n, defined as
∆g (n, z) =
ng (n, z)− 〈ng〉 (z)
〈ng〉 (z) , (2.7)
where 〈...〉 denotes the angular mean at fixed observed redshift z and ng (n, z) is the
number density of sources per redshift and per solid angle. For non-Gaussian initial
conditions, the lowest order non-vanishing contribution to the 3-point function is given
by the linear galaxy number counts [16, 17, 39]
∆(1)g (n, z) = bδ
sync + (5s− 2)Φ + Ψ + 1H
[
Φ˙ + ∂2rv
]
+ (fevo − 3)Hv
+
(
H˙
H2 +
2− 5s
rSH + 5s− fevo
)(
Ψ + ∂rv +
∫ rS
0
dr(Φ˙ + Ψ˙)
)
+
2− 5s
2rS
∫ rS
0
dr
[
2− rS − r
r
∆Ω
]
(Φ + Ψ) , (2.8)
2As we will see in the next sections, being separable in Fourier space does not imply to be separable
in terms of the observable bispectrum in redshift and angular space.
3Following the notation of [16, 39], the unit vector n denotes the direction of light propagation, from
the source to the observer.
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where Ψ and Φ denote the Bardeen potentials4, v the (gauge invariant) velocity potential
in Newtonian gauge, related to the peculiar dark matter velocity through v = −∇v,
and H = a˙/a is the comoving Hubble parameter. We denote with a dot the partial
derivative with respect to conformal time η and ∆Ω denotes the angular part of the
Laplacian. The dark matter perturbations are related to galaxies number counts through
some bias parameters: b is the linear galaxy bias which acts on the matter perturbation
in synchronous gauge5, while s and fevo are, respectively, the magnification bias and the
evolution bias defined as
s ≡ ∂ln n¯g
∂ln L
, fevo ≡ ∂ln(a
3n¯g)
H∂η , (2.9)
where we denote with an overbar the background quantities and L is the threshold lu-
minosity of a given galaxy survey. Since in this work we limit our analysis to a single
redshift bin, for sake of simplicity we will not consider the terms integrated along the line
of sight of Eq. (2.8). We remind that we adopt this approximation only in computing
the PNG templates in z`m-space, and not for the physical relativistic bispectrum. In the
rest of the paper we consider the following bias parameters b = 1, s = 0 and fevo = 0.
To compute the redshift dependent angular bispectra, we expand the galaxy number
counts in spherical harmonics Y`m
∆g (n, z) =
∑
`m
a
∆g
`m (z)Y`m (n) , (2.10)
whose coefficients are given by
a
∆g
`m(z) =
∫
dΩn Y
∗
`m(n)∆g (n, z) . (2.11)
Following [16], it is straightforward to rewrite the spherical harmonics coefficients, for the
terms of Eq. (2.8) considered, as
a
∆g
`m(z) = i
` 4pi
(2pi)3
∫
d3k Y ∗`m(kˆ)∆`(k, z)ζ(k) (2.12)
with
∆`(k, z) =
∑
i
∆i`(k, z) , (2.13)
where the sum is over different angular transfer functions defined in Appendix A.4 of [39].
The bispectrum is then given by
Bm1m2m3`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) =
〈
a
∆g
`1m1
(z1)a
∆g
`2m2
(z2)a
∆g
`3m3
(z3)
〉
= i`1+`2+`3
∫ 3∏
p=1
{
d3kp
4pi
(2pi)3
Y ∗`pmp(kˆp)∆`p(kp, zp)
}
〈ζ(k1)ζ(k2)ζ(k3)〉
4In our convention the Bardeen potentials Ψ and Φ correspond, respectively, to the time and spatial
component of the metric perturbations in Newtonian gauge (see Appendix B). We warn the reader that
in [27] the opposite sign convention has been used.
5We apply the galaxy bias b in synchronous comoving gauge. This choice is well justified from the
assumption that galaxies and the underlying dark matter density field experience the same gravitational
field and therefore they move with the same velocity [18, 40]. Hence in their rest frame we can apply
the linear bias prescription.
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= i`1+`2+`3
∫ 3∏
p=1
{
d3kp
4pi
(2pi)3
Y ∗`pmp(kˆp)∆`p(kp, zp)
}
(2pi)3δ
(3)
D (k1 + k2 + k3)
×f shapeNL Fshape(k1, k2, k3) . (2.14)
One then expands the delta-Dirac function
δ
(3)
D (k1 + k2 + k3) =
∫
d3x
1
(2pi)3
ei(k1+k2+k3)·x
=
1
(2pi)3
∫
drr2dΩn e
−i(k1+k2+k3)·rn
=
1
(2pi)3
∫
drr2dΩn
3∏
q=1
4pi
∞∑
`′q=0
`′q∑
m′q=−`′q
(−i)`′qj`′q(rkq)Y`′qm′q(kˆq)Y ∗`′qm′q(n)
 , (2.15)
and, by performing the angular integrals over dΩkˆi and dΩn, we obtain
Bm1m2m3`1`2`3 = Gm1m2m3`1`2`3
(
2
pi
)3 ∫
dk1dk2dk3
∫
drr2
3∏
p=1
{
k2p∆`p(kp, zp)j`p(rkp)
}
×f shapeNL Fshape(k1, k2, k3) , (2.16)
where we have introduced the Gaunt factor
Gm1m2m3`1`2`3 =
∫
dΩnY`1m1 (n)Y`2m2 (n)Y`3m3 (n)
=
(
`1 `2 `3
0 0 0
)(
`1 `2 `3
m1 m2 m3
)√
(2`1 + 1) (2`2 + 1) (2`3 + 1)
4pi
. (2.17)
It is more convenient to drop the Gaunt factor and work with the reduced bispectrum
b`1,`2,`3 defined as
Bm1m2m3`1`2`3 = Gm1m2m3`1`2`3 b`1`2`3 . (2.18)
Evaluating the 4-fold integral in Eq. (2.16) for an arbitrary template is numerically
challenging. This is due to the fact that the three Bessel functions make the integrand
highly oscillatory. Moreover the transfer functions also have oscillatory behaviour. For
the CMB bispectrum, for some separable templates such as the local and equilateral
shapes, one can change the order of integration over r and k and first perform each
individual k-integration before calculating the r integral [33]. For the galaxy bispectrum
however, upon a naive6 change of the order of integration, each individual k integral
is no longer convergent. Therefore one needs to calculate the 4-dimensional integration
numerically which is computationally expensive and inefficient. It is however possible to
simplify this result by performing the r integral analytically. This reduces the dimension
of the integral from four to three and gets rid of the three spherical Bessel functions. We
use the results of [41]:
i(`1+`2+`3)
(
`1 `2 `3
0 0 0
)∫
dr r2 j`1(rk1)j`2(rk2)j`3(rk3) =
6As shown in [29], through a proper treatment, i.e. by conserving the triangle inequality condition,
the integral order can be reversed. Nevertheless this does not help in reducing the dimensionality of the
integration.
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pi∆
4k1k2k3
∑
m
(−1)m
√
(`1 −m)!(`2 +m)!
(`1 +m)!(`2 −m)!
(
`1 `2 `3
m −m 0
)
Pm`1 (cos θ13)P
−m
`2
(cos θ23) , (2.19)
where |m| ≤ `1, `2 and Pm` denote the associated Legendre functions. Therefore, taking
`3 to be the largest of the `’s, the sum contains 2 min(`i) + 1 terms. Furthermore, ∆ = 1
if the ki form a non degenerate triangle, 1/2 for degenerate triangles and zero if they do
not form a triangle. The θij are the angles between the sides ki and kj of the triangle.
Therefore the reduced bispectrum can be expressed as
b`1`2`3 =
(−1) `1+`2+`32(
`1 `2 `3
0 0 0
) ( 2
pi
)3
pi∆
4
f shapeNL
∑
m
(−1)m
√
(`1 −m)!(`2 +m)!
(`1 +m)!(`2 −m)!
(
`1 `2 `3
m −m 0
)
×
∫
dk1dk2dk3
3∏
p=1
{
kp∆`p(kp, zp)
}
Pm`1 (cos θ13)P
−m
`2
(cos θ23)Fshape(k1, k2, k3) .
(2.20)
We compute the 3-dimensional integral (2.20) using the Suave7 Monte Carlo integrator.
The transfer functions are computed with the class8 code [42], with the LSS implemen-
tation described in [39].
2.3 Shape correlations in z`m-space
Similar to what is done for the CMB [37, 43], to determine whether two non-Gaussian
shapes can be distinguished from LSS observations, we can calculate the shape corre-
lations between two theoretically calculated LSS bispectra weighted by the expected
signal-to-noise as in a Fisher matrix analysis. For a fixed redshift, the correlation angle
(or overlap) between the two angle-averaged spectra in `-space is defined by
cos(B,B′) =
B ·B′√
B ·B√B′ ·B′ , (2.21)
where the scalar product is defined as
B ·B′ =
∑
`1≤`2≤`3
B`1`2`3 B
′
`1`2`3
f`1`2`3C`1C`2C`3
. (2.22)
We have also introduced the angle-averaged bispectrum
B`1,`2,`3 =
∑
mi
(
`1 `2 `3
m1 m2 m3
)〈
a
∆g
`1m1
(z1)a
∆g
`2m2
(z2)a
∆g
`3m3
(z3)
〉
, (2.23)
which is simply related to the reduced bispectrum as
B`1,`2,`3 =
(
`1 `2 `3
0 0 0
)√
(2`1 + 1) (2`2 + 1) (2`3 + 1)
4pi
b`1`2`3 . (2.24)
Furthermore, in Eq. (2.22) the sum is taken between ` = 3 and `max, since the
angular bispectra involving ` = 0, 1, 2 depend on perturbations evaluated at the observer
7http://www.feynarts.de/cuba/
8http://class-code.net
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position as shown in [26]. The factor f`1,`2,`3 = 1, 2, 6 when all the `’s are different, two of
them are the same and all of them are the same, respectively. Finally, the angular power
spectra include the full number counts C` = C
∆g∆g
` , and is defined as
C
∆g∆g
` =
2
pi
∫
dkk2Pζ (k) ∆` (k) ∆` (k) , (2.25)
where ∆`(k) are the transfer functions defined in Eq. (2.13) (see Appendix A.4 of [39] for
more details). We have dropped the explicit redshift-dependence of C` and ∆` as for the
rest of our discussion we fix the redshift to be z = 0.55, apart when specified.
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Figure 1. Cosine defined through Eq. (2.21) between the three PNG shapes for galaxy bispectra
at z = 0.55 in z`m space as a function the maximum `max included in the sum. Dashed lines
denote negative values.
In Figure 1 we plot the cosine of the correlation angle between different shapes in
`-space, this is evaluated for ` up to `max = 100. As an example, in the case of the
local and equilateral shapes the two templates are highly correlated in `-space with a
cosine of about 0.94 for `max = 100. This implies that terms which have a large local
component will ‘leak’ into the equilateral shape and give a substantial contribution to
f eq.NL and vice versa. Also note that the cosine between the two shapes is slowly reduced
as one considers smaller scales. This is due to fact that adding more modes and hence
more information helps discriminate the two shapes better. Note also that the orthogonal
shape is nearly perfectly anti-correlated with the local shape. This situation certainly
will improve when going to higher `’s and when considering different redshift since z`m-
space contains in principle the same information as Fourier space. By comparing with the
imprint of PNG on CMB anisotropies, see e.g. [44], we remark that different primordial
non-Gaussian shapes are much more correlated for LSS observables. While in both cases
Fourier scales are mixed by projecting the perturbations on spherical harmonics, for the
CMB bispectrum Limber approximation [45, 46] can be adopted providing a one to one
relation between Fourier and angular scales (k ' (` + 1/2)/r). Due to the scaling with
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power of the matter transfer function the k-integrals for LSS are not dominated by the
spherical Bessel peaks, but they are getting relevant contributions from several Fourier
scales, especially for (` + 1/2)/r(z) < keq the integrand peaks not at (` + 1/2)/r but
rather at keq, the equality scale, where also the matter transfer function peaks. As a
consequence, LSS bispectrum is described in terms of a non-trivial 4-dimensional integral
even for separable PNG shapes, leading to a large correlation between PNG shapes.
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Figure 2. We plot the (absolute) value of the bispectrum for the non-Gaussianity templates:
local (top left), equilateral (top right) and orthogonal (bottom). We consider three galaxies at
the same redshift z = 0.55
In Fig. 2 we present the non-Gaussian shapes in `-space for local, equilateral and
orthogonal templates. The galaxies are taken to be at the same redshift z = 0.55. As
expected the local non-Gaussianity template peaks on the squeezed limit (`1  `2 ∼
`3), while the equilateral shape is maximum when `1, `2 and `3 are roughly equal. It
should be noted that for the local shape, if only considering the squeezed triangles, the
bispectrum signal grows as a function of `max while for the equilateral and orthogonal
shapes (depending on the squeezing factor) it saturates quickly at `max ' 50.
2.4 Effective fNL due to projection effects
Having computed the non-Gaussian templates, we can estimate the systematic shift on the
measured amplitude of the primordial non-Gaussianity induced by relativistic projection
– 10 –
effects. This is done by projecting them on the relevant shape (see appendix C for a short
review):
f shapeNL =
∑
`1≤`2≤`3
B`1`2`3 B
shape
`1`2`3
C`1C`2C`3∑
`1≤`2≤`3
(Bshape`1`2`3)
2
C`1C`2C`3
. (2.26)
As we discuss in the next section, for the estimate of fNL using the bispectrum calculated
from the consistency relation, we only sum over squeezed configurations for which 10 `1 ≤
min(`2, `3). This is because the consistency relation bispectrum is valid only in the
squeezed limit. On the other hand, to estimate fNL from the bispectrum calculated using
the second-order perturbation theory, since it is valid for all configurations, we present our
results both when summing only over squeezed configurations and over all configurations
involving `’s up to `max.
We believe that this is the definition of fNL for a given shape as it can be used in an
observation. Note that it is important, especially when not projecting onto a given shape,
to divide the bispectrum by the observed power spectrum and not by some theoretical
power spectrum. This may explain the significantly larger results obtained in [28]. In
this reference, the effective fNL is defined as the amplitude of the bispectrum normalized
with respect to the Newtonian power spectrum squared. Since the relativistic bispectrum
has much more power at large scales, when normalizing with respect to the Newtonian
power spectrum the effective non-Gaussianity is seen to be large.
3 Contributions to the bispectrum from relativistic corrections
In this section we summarize the bispectrum generated by projection effects as obtained
from the second-order calculation of [29] and from the consistency relation [27]. For the
former, as mentioned in the introduction, we only consider a subset of terms. We do not
go into the details of how the bispectrum is calculated in each case and we simply report
the final results. We refer the reader to corresponding papers for their derivations.
3.1 Bispectrum from second-order perturbation theory
The second order relativistic calculation of the observed galaxy number counts has been
developed by three independent groups [24–26] and recently compared partially in [47].
In particular, in [26] the second-order galaxy number counts are calculated using a ge-
ometrical approach based on the so-called geodesic light-cone coordinates [48], and it
is valid for any metric theory with perturbations around FLRW metric. However, one
has to make the assumption of GR, when using the dynamical equations to relate the
intrinsically second-order quantities such as δ(2) to the gravitational potential.
The second order number counts have been used [29] to derive the tree-level bispec-
trum for the leading terms on intermediate to large redshift and sub-Hubble scales. For
Gaussian initial conditions, the leading contributions to the 3-point function are in the
form of 〈
∆(2)g ∆
(1)
g ∆
(1)
g
〉
c
+ perms. , (3.1)
where ∆
(1)
g and ∆
(2)
g are the linear and second-order galaxy number counts. In the full
second-order result, ∆
(2)
g contains hundreds of terms. Here we only consider a subset of
the contributions and calculate the effective fNL due to these terms which can be misin-
terpreted as local, equilateral or orthogonal PNG. One can organize the contributions to
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∆
(2)
g in terms of the number of spatial derivatives acting on the Bardeen potentials. In
our analysis we only consider a subset of the three- and four-derivative terms with respect
to the Bardeen potentials. For the linear galaxy number counts ∆
(1)
g we only include the
Newtonian terms, i.e. the density and redshift-space distortion
∆(1)g = δ +H−1∂2rv, (3.2)
where for sake of simplicity we omit the label (1), therefore all the perturbations have to
be interpreted at first order unless they are explicitly denoted as second order. Among
the second-order contributions to galaxy number counts, we consider the subset of three-
and four-derivative terms defined as
∆˜(2)g = ∆
(2)
g,3dA + ∆
(2)
g,3dB + ∆
(2)
g,N×L . (3.3)
The three-derivative terms are
∆
(2)
g,3dA =
(
2
rH +
H˙
H2
)
δ ∂rv +
1
H
(
1 +
4
rH + 3
H˙
H2
)
∂rv∂
2
rv −
1
H δ˙∂rv , (3.4)
∆
(2)
g,3dB =
1
H2
[
ΦW∂
3
rv − ∂2rΦW∂rv
]
+
1
HΦW∂rδ . (3.5)
where we have introduced the Weyl potential
ΦW =
Ψ + Φ
2
, (3.6)
and classified the terms such that only ∆
(2)
g,3dB involves contribution from the metric
perturbations.
Among the four-derivative terms, we consider the Newtonian × lensing terms given
by
∆
(2)
g,N×L = −2δκ+∇aδ∇aψ +H−1
[−2κ∂2rv +∇a (∂2rv)∇aψ] , (3.7)
where∇a denotes the covariant derivative on the 2-sphere, we have introduced the lensing
potential
ψ = −2
∫ r
0
dr′
r − r′
rr′
ΦW , (3.8)
and the first order magnification or convergence
κ = −∆Ωψ
2
. (3.9)
The bispectrum including terms of the form
〈∆(2)g,N×L (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉 (3.10)
has been computed in [29]. Here we do not repeat the calculation and we just report the
final results for each single term of Eq. (3.7):
bκδ`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) =
[
cκδ`2 (z1, z2)c
δδ
`3
(z1, z3) + c
κδ
`3
(z1, z3)c
δδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+ perms. , (3.11)
b∇δ∇ψ`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) = A`1`2`3
[√
`3 (`3 + 1)
`2 (`2 + 1)
cκδ`2 (z1, z2) c
δδ
`3
(z1, z3)
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+√
`2 (`2 + 1)
`3 (`3 + 1)
cκδ`3 (z1, z3) c
δδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+ perms. , (3.12)
bv
′κ
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
[
cv
′δ
`2
(z1, z2) c
κδ
`3
(z1, z3) + c
κδ
`2
(z1, z2) c
v′δ
`3
(z1, z3)
]
+ perms. ,(3.13)
b∇v
′∇ψ
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = A`1`2`3
[√
`3 (`3 + 1)
`2 (`2 + 1)
cκδ`2 (z1, z2) c
v′δ
`3
(z1, z3)
+
√
`2 (`2 + 1)
`3 (`3 + 1)
cκδ`3 (z1, z3) c
v′δ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+ perms. , (3.14)
where we have defined
A`1`2`3 ≡
1
2
[(
`1 `2 `3
0 1 −1
)
+
(
`1 `2 `3
0 −1 1
)]
(
`1 `2 `3
0 0 0
) . (3.15)
The angular spectra are defined following the convention of Eq. (2.25), where the transfer
function associated are
∆δ`(z, k) = Tδ (η(z), k) j` (kr(z)) , (3.16)
∆κ` (z, k) = `(`+ 1)
∫ r(z)
0
dr
r(z)− r
r(z)r
TΨ+Φ(η0 − r, k)j`(kr) , (3.17)
∆v
′
` (z, k) =
k
H(z)Tv(k, η)j
′′
` (kr) . (3.18)
To generalize Eq. (3.10) from the linear δ to the number counts ∆(1), as considered in
Eq. (3.2), we simply replace ∆δ`(z, k) with ∆
δ
`(z, k) + ∆
v′
` (z, k)
For the three-derivative terms defined in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) we can proceed as
above (see Appendix A for details). Namely, we compute the bispectra
〈∆(2)g,3dA (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉 and 〈∆(2)g,3dB (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉 , (3.19)
then the full results can be obtained by simply replacing ∆δ`(z, k) with ∆
δ
`(z, k)+∆
v′
` (z, k).
The bispectrum involving ∆
(2)
g,3dA can then be written as the sum of the following terms
bδv`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) =
(
2
rH +
H˙
H2
)
z=z1
[
Cδδ`2 (z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
δδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+perms. , (3.20)
bv
′v
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
(
1 +
4
rH + 3
H˙
H2
)
z=z1
[
Cv
′δ
`2
(z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
v′δ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+perms. , (3.21)
bδ˙v`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) = −
[
C δ˙δ`2 (z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
δ˙δ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+ perms. . (3.22)
Similarly, for the bispectrum involving ∆
(2)
g,3dB we have
bΦv
′′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
[
CΦδ`2 (z1, z2)C
v′′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
Φδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
v′′δ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+perms. , (3.23)
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bΦ
′′v
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = −
[
CΦ
′′δ
`2
(z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
Φ′′δ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+perms.,(3.24)
bΦδ
′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = −
[
CΦδ`2 (z1, z2)C
δ′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
Φδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
δδ
`2
(z1, z2)
]
+perms. , (3.25)
To compute the bispectra (3.19), we have introduced the following angular transfer func-
tions
∆δ˙`(z, k) =
1
H(z) (∂ηTδ (k, η)) j` (kr) , (3.26)
∆δ
′
` (z, k) =
k
H(z)Tδ(k, η)j
′
`(kr) , (3.27)
∆v
′′
` (z, k) =
(
k
H(z)
)2
Tv(k, η)j
′′′
` (kr) , (3.28)
∆Φ` (z, k) =
1
2
TΨ+Φ (k, η) j`(kr) , (3.29)
∆Φ
′′
` (z, k) =
1
2
(
k
H(z)
)2
TΨ+Φ (k, η) j
′′
` (kr) . (3.30)
We remark that, while the three-derivative terms, i.e. ∆
(2)
g,3dA and ∆
(2)
g,3dB, are suppressed
by single spatial derivative with respect to the leading terms, the amplitudes of the
bispectra in Eq. (3.19) are further reduced since they involve always a power spectrum
with Bessel functions out of phase. Therefore, as already pointed out for the leading
terms in [29], these bispectra are highly suppressed for galaxies at the same redshift, while
for galaxies at different redshifts we recover the suppression expected by the derivative
counting scheme. It would be interesting to do the full 3D analysis and consider the
bispectra at several redshifts.
3.2 The squeezed-limit bispectrum from consistency relation
In [27], Kehagias et al. derived a non-perturbative expression for the observed galaxy
bispectrum due to projection effects. Following the approach of [49–51], the squeezed
limit bispectrum was obtained by correlating the observed galaxy power spectrum in the
presence of a long mode with the observed galaxy overdensity on that large wavelength.
This bispectrum is exactly computable since the effect of a long mode up to a gradient on
the short-scale dynamics is simply a change of frame (or a residual gauge transformation).
Reporting only their final result, the angular reduced bispectrum for three galaxies
at redshifts z1, z2, z3 in the squeezed limit is given by
lim
`1`2,`3
b`1,`2,`3(z1, z2, z3) =
[
C
∆gd
`1
(z1, z2) + C
∆g∆z
`1
(z1, z2)
∂
∂z2
+
1
2
(`1(`1 + 1)− `2(`2 + 1) + `3(`3 + 1))C∆gI`1 (z1, z2)
]
×C∆g∆g`3 (z2, z3) + (2↔ 3). (3.31)
The first contribution arises since the presence of the long mode alters the relation be-
tween the local and the observed number counts. d is a combination of linear redshift
perturbation ∆z, luminosity-distance perturbation δDl and volume perturbations δV ,
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generated by the long mode9
d ≡ (3− fevo) ∆z
1 + z
− 5s δD` + δV. (3.32)
The explicit expressions for ∆z, δD` and δV are given in Appendix B. The second con-
tribution in the expression for the bispectrum, is purely due to the fact that in the
presence of the long mode the observed and background redshifts of the galaxies differ.
As explained in Appendix B, the redshift derivative can be written in terms of a radial
and a time derivative. Of these two, the radial derivative appears in standard calcula-
tions of the bispectrum, and in the following we only keep the time derivative. The last
term arises since the angle at which the galaxies are observed is modified with respect
to their background angular position, and the explicit expression for I is also given in
Appendix B. Since we are working inside the horizon and for configurations which are
not very squeezed, this last term should be handled with care. When evaluated at equal
redshifts, its contribution is expected to be proportional to spurious terms that go like
the second derivative of the long mode. These should be discarded since there are several
other similar terms that the consistency relation cannot capture. We keep it here since
at unequal redshifts it does contain a contribution proportional to the gradient of the
long mode, but we ignore it in the following sections where everything is evaluated at the
same z. Let us stress that in [27] this term was consistently not included in the estimate
of fNL.
This relation is valid in the squeezed limit, that is when `1  `2, `3. The most
important feature is that it is valid even when the number counts associated to the short
scales `2, `3 are in the non-linear regime.
It captures the terms that scale as10 H2λ2L andHλL as one takes the squeezed limit of
the galaxy bispectrum as we have accounted the effect of the long mode up to a gradient
through a coordinate transformation. This is possible as long as the evolution of the
Universe is adiabatic (single-field inflation and a subsequent evolution that conserves ζ
on the scales of interest).
In general, we also expect corrections going like the curvature induced by the long-
wavelength mode, that is (ΦL∆g/λ
2
LH2). If the long mode is super-Hubble, these cor-
rections are subdominant. However, when the long mode is sub-Hubble - but still much
larger than the short scales - these curvature corrections are parametrically larger than
relativistic corrections other than the lensing and redshift space distortions which behave
as (ΦL∆g/λLλSH2).
In [27] the estimate of fNL due to projection effects was made by computing the
amplitude of the terms in the bispectrum of Eq. (3.31) which schematically have the
form b ∼ 〈(Φ∆(1)g )∆(1)g ∆(1)g 〉. The motivation for this simplification was that since the
primordial bispectrum of the local shape has this form in Fourier space, one expects a
similar scaling also for the number counts bispectrum. The idea was that only terms
with a similar scaling would give rise to the local-type fNL that could be misinterpreted
as the primordial signal. However, as we have discussed in the previous section, a more
accurate estimate of fNL is obtained by projecting the full bispectrum onto a particular
shape, in this case the local shape. Moreover, we have seen that different shapes have
9We include the evolution and magnification bias parameters, fevo and s, for completeness, but we
remind the reader that the numerical results are derived for fevo = 0 and s = 0.
10We denote the galaxy separation in comoving space with λ. The suffix L refers to a long mode while
S to a short mode such that λL  λS . The same notation applies also for the metric perturbations.
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a high overlap in harmonic space which means that even terms not scaling as the local
template for number counts will contribute to the effective fNL. In the next section we
revise our previous estimate using this new, more precise approach. We checked that the
simple estimator of [27] gives the result correct within an order of magnitude.
4 Results
We now estimate the contamination of the primordial non-Gaussianity signal due to
several terms appearing in the relativistic calculation of the observed galaxy bispectrum.
We will see that these projection effects, if ignored, would induce a systematic error of
order ∆fNL ' O(1) for different shapes. Since upcoming LSS surveys have a target
sensitivity of that order of magnitude for the local shape [3, 4], these effects must be
computed and taken into account in the modeling of the bispectrum. For the equilateral
shape, achieving such a sensitivity level is known to be more challenging [5]. In this
section we present the level of non-Gaussianity generated from a subset of effects for local,
equilateral and orthogonal shapes. Having developed the tools to do this, as presented in
previous sections, our purpose is only to estimate the order of magnitude of these effects.
We leave a full detailed calculation for future work.
4.1 Local non-Gaussianity
We estimate the effective local non-Gaussianity generated by projection effects. We do
this by projecting some of the terms appearing in the second-order calculation, namely
the “Newtonian × Lensing” and the three-derivative terms described in section 2.4, on the
local template as discussed in section 3.1. We also plot the results from the consistency
relation ’CR’. Results are shown in Fig. 3 for two different redshifts (z = 0.55 and
z = 1.1). In particular, we see that the contamination at `max = 100 and z = 0.55 is
f loc,N×LNL ' 0.19, (4.1)
f loc, 3dANL ' −0.49, (4.2)
f loc, 3dBNL ' −0.36 . (4.3)
We also note that the cosine with the local shape is very close to one for all three, although
we would naively not expect this as they have a different scaling than that of the local
terms. The cosine of the ‘Newtonian × Lensing” term drops very slowly with `max, and
is thus expected to give a large contamination even when considering smaller scales.
It is also interesting to consider only squeezed configurations, since in Fourier space
the local shape has a characteristic behaviour in that limit that could potentially distin-
guish it. Figure 4 shows the resulting fNL of the local shape from Newtonian × Lensing,
the three-derivative, and consistency relation terms considering only squeezed configura-
tions, i.e. |`1 − `2| ≤ 10`3 ≤ `1 + `2 , as a function of the non-linear cutoff `max. We find
that they induce a contamination at `max = 100 and z = 0.55 of
f loc,N×LNL ' 0.13, (4.4)
f loc, 3dANL ' −1.14, (4.5)
f loc, 3dBNL ' −0.48 , (4.6)
f loc,CRNL ' −1.79 . (4.7)
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Figure 3. Effective local non-Gaussianity (left) and cosine with local shape (right) from New-
tonian × Lensing and the three-derivative terms summing over all configurations up to `max at
equal redshifts z = 0.55 (top) and z = 1.1 (bottom). Dashed lines indicate negative values.
Moreover, the cosines are always large particularly summing only over configurations
in this limit. Meaning that for the scales we are considering here all these bispectra are
very degenerate in z`m-space.
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Figure 4. Effective local non-Gaussianity (left) and cosine with local shape (right) from various
contributions summing over squeezed configurations only up to `max at equal redshift z = 0.55.
Dashed lines indicate negative values. ’CR’ stands for consistency relation.
We conclude that to attain a precision of ∆f loc.NL = O(1), it is necessary to take these
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terms into account. Of course there are many terms in the full expression and a more
careful analysis becomes necessary. It should be noted that we performed a 2D analysis,
fixing the redshift. In principle the redshift evolution can help distinguish the PNG
bispectrum from those generated by relativistic effects. We defer a comprehensive analysis
including all the dominant contributions from relativistic effects in several redshift bins
to a future work. In this work we only show that results do not change qualitatively when
considering other redshifts, see e.g. top and bottom panels of Fig. 3. We remark that at
high redshift the non-Gaussian contamination induced by relativistic effects is smaller.
Interestingly the contribution of the “Newtonian × Lensing” terms is relatively larger for
higher redshifts. The two groups of three-derivative terms are characterised by a different
behaviour with redshift. Indeed the corrections induced by the group involving peculiar
velocities are less relevant at high redshift, as expected, given that some of them inversely
proportional to the comoving distance of the sources.
4.2 Equilateral and orthogonal non-Gaussianity
For the “Newtonian × Lensing” and the “three-derivative” terms, we repeat the same
calculation as above for the equilateral shape. The results are presented in Figure 5. We
find that for `max = 100 they lead to a contamination of
f eq,N×LNL ' 1.1, (4.8)
f eq, 3dANL ' −2.0, (4.9)
f eq, 3dBNL ' −1.8 . (4.10)
For lower `max the contamination is bigger as there is not enough information to lift the
degeneracy between the terms and the template. We interpret this as the fact that by
including less configurations the peculiarity of the shape is weaker and the overlap with
the terms above is therefore greater.
Regarding the cosine between these contributions and the equilateral shape, it can
be surprising that the cosine is larger for the “Newtonian × Lensing” terms which are
the ones producing the smallest contamination to f eq.NL. This is due to the fact that the
amplitude of the “three-derivative” terms is larger than the one of the Newtonian ×
Lensing terms.
We also compute the effective orthogonal non-Gaussianity induced by the subset of
projection effects considered above, i.e. “N×L” and “three-derivative” terms. The results
are shown in Fig. 6. At `max = 100 they lead to a contamination of
f orth,N×LNL ' −0.57, (4.11)
f orth, 3dANL ' 1.5, (4.12)
f orth, 3dBNL ' 1.1 . (4.13)
We find that the contamination on the primordial signal of a type given by the
equilateral and orthogonal templates is below the sensitivity of upcoming surveys.
5 Conclusions
In addition to the contribution from primordial non-Gaussianity, there are several other
sources of non-Gaussianity that give rise to non-zero bispectrum and hence should be
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Figure 5. Effective equilateral non-Gaussianity f eq.NL (left) and cosine with equilateral shape
(right) as a function of the maximum ` included in the configurations at equal redshift z = 0.55.
Dashed lines indicate negative values.
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Figure 6. Effective orthogonal non-Gaussianity forth.NL (left) and cosine with orthogonal shape
(right) as a function of the maximum ` included in the configurations at equal redshift z = 0.55.
Dashed lines indicate negative values.
modelled correctly in order to extract the primordial signal. On small scales, modelling of
the non-linear gravitational evolution of matter, non-linearity in biasing relation and the
non-linear redshift space distortions is necessary, while on large scales or when correlating
different redshift bins, a fully general relativistic calculation of the bispectrum is also
needed. Our focus in this paper has been on the general relativistic corrections to the
bispectrum due to projection effects.
We have computed the effective non-Gaussianity imprinted from relativistic correc-
tions to the bispectrum of galaxies from several terms appearing on the explicit computa-
tion of the relativistic projection effects. This should be understood as a systematic error
that is induced in the estimated primordial signal by such terms if they are ignored. By
estimating the order of magnitude of these effects, we addressed the question of whether
they can be safely ignored in future analyses. We developed a numerical scheme to calcu-
late the non-Gaussian shape templates for the observed galaxy bispectrum in angular and
redshift coordinates. We estimated the systematic shift of the amplitude of the primordial
non-Gaussianity fNL parameter for each shape by projecting the theoretical bispectrum
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onto the corresponding shape and summing over triangular configurations.
At z = 0.55 the terms from second-order perturbation theory called Newtonian ×
Lensing produce a contamination of magnitude f loc.NL ' 0.19 for the local shape, f eq.NL ' 1.1
for equilateral shape, and f orth.NL ' −0.57 for the orthogonal shape. The sum of the
three-derivative terms we considered produce a value of f loc.NL ' −0.85, f eq.NL ' −3.8 and
f orth.NL ' 2.6. These are relevant contaminations as they are only a small subset of all the
second-order terms. Since they give contributions of the order fNL ∼ 1 on the estimated
local-type non-Gaussianity, which is the goal to be attained with LSS data, these effects
cannot be ignored in the future. Interestingly, we found that in z`m-space, at a single
redshift and with the scales which we have considered, the different shapes have a very
significant overlap and it will be important to include both, higher values of ` and different
redshifts in order to distinguish them.
The fNL found in [28] is larger than our result. But even though they do consider
a different set of terms than we do, we believe that this is mainly a consequence of their
normalisation with respect to the Newtonian power spectrum and therefore not a true
difference.
A full answer to the question addressed in this work requires its extension in several
directions. In an estimation of non-Gaussianity from real data, one would need of course
to include all terms from second order galaxy number counts as there could be combina-
tions leading to higher or lower level of contamination. It would be interesting to study
how to distinguish these contributions from the primordial signal. One possibility is to
correlate different redshift bins, but in this case there will be several projection effects
that can become larger than the ones we have considered here, such as other lensing
contributions. Another interesting question is to give a similar estimate when the data
is transformed to Fourier space including integrated terms which can potentially give a
large contribution. Finally, since mildly non-linear scales can potentially give an impor-
tant contribution to the signal, it will be important to compute the galaxy bispectrum
beyond tree level (i.e. beyond second order in perturbation theory). The bispectrum
probes the coupling of different scales, and there can be a signal of interesting physics
when large and small scales are combined in the squeezed limit, which requires a cal-
culation which is both non-linear and relativistic. Higher-order relativistic calculations
quickly become too complicated to be practical. One possibility to solve this issue is to
use relativistic numerical simulations [23]. Another possibility is that, since relativistic
corrections remain small, one can in principle do a mixed perturbation theory where rela-
tivistic corrections are kept at low orders, but one goes to higher orders in the quantities
that become large at those scales, such as the density perturbation.
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A Three-derivative bispectrum
In this appendix, by following the notation of Ref. [29], we compute the redshift dependent
bispectra for the terms with three spatial derivatives defined through Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5).
A.1 Term δ∂rv
We compute the contribution of the following term.
〈(δ∂rv) (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms., (A.1)
finding
〈...〉c = 1
(2pi)12
∫
d3kd3k1d
3k2d
3k3 Tδ (k, η)Tv (k1, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×〈ζ (k) ζ (k1) ζ (k2) ζ (k3)〉c
(
∂k1r1e
ik1·n1r1) ei(k·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
=
1
(2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3 Tδ (k2, η)Tv (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
× (∂k3r1e−ik3·n1r1) ei(−k2·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
+
1
(2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3 Tδ (k3, η)Tv (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
× (∂k2r1e−ik2·n1r1) ei(−k3·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3) . (A.2)
Then, by expanding the exponentials in spherical harmonics and spherical Bessel func-
tions, we obtain
Bδv (n1,n2,n3, z1, z2, z3) =
4
pi2
∑
`,`′
m,m′
Y`m (n1)Y`′m′ (n1)Y
∗
`m (n2)Y
∗
`′m′ (n3)Z
δv
``′ (z1, z2, z3)
+perms. , (A.3)
with
Zδv``′ (z1, z2, z3) =
∫
dk2dk3k
2
2k
2
3 Tδ (k2, η)Tv (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j` (k2r1) j′`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3)
+
∫
dk2dk3k
2
2k
2
3 Tδ (k3, η)Tv (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j′` (k2r1) j`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3) . (A.4)
The reduced bispectrum is then given by
bδv`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) =
4
pi2
Zvδ`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) + perms. (A.5)
and in terms of angular power spectra by
bδv`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) = C
δδ
`2
(z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
δδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.6)
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A.2 Term H−1∂rv∂2rv
Similarly, we compute
〈(H−1∂rv∂2rv) (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms., (A.7)
and we find
〈...〉c = 1H (z1) (2pi)12
∫
d3kd3k1d
3k2d
3k3k1Tv (k, η)Tv (k1, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×〈ζ (k) ζ (k1) ζ (k2) ζ (k3)〉c
(
∂kr1e
ik·n1r1) (∂2k1r1eik1·n1r1) ei(k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
=
1
H (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k2Tv (k2, η)Tv (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
× (∂2k2r1e−ik2·n1r1) (∂k3r1e−ik3·n1r1) ei(k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
+
1
H (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k3Tv (k3, η)Tv (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
× (∂2k3r1e−ik3·n1r1) (∂k2r1e−ik2·n1r1) ei(k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3) . (A.8)
Expanding in spherical harmonics we obtain
bv
′v
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
4
pi2
Zvv
′
`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) + perms. , (A.9)
with
Zv
′v
``′ (z1, z2, z3) =
1
H (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
2
2k
3
3 Tv (k2, η)Tv (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j′` (k2r1) j′′`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3)
+
1
H (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
3
2k
2
3 Tv (k3, η)Tv (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j′′` (k2r1) j′`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3) . (A.10)
It can also be written as a product of power spectra
bv
′v
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)C
v′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
v′δ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.11)
A.3 Term H−1δ˙∂rv
The calculation of
〈
(
H−1δ˙∂rv
)
(n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms., (A.12)
can be performed exactly as Sect. A.1, simply by replacing δ with H−1δ˙. Therefore, the
final reduced bispectrum can be directly written as
bδ˙v`1`2`3 (z1, z2, z3) = C
δ˙δ
`2
(z1, z2)C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
δ˙δ
`3
(z1, z3)C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.13)
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A.4 Term H−2ΦW∂3rv
We compute now the bispectrum induced by
〈(H−2ΦW∂3rv) (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms. . (A.14)
Therefore, we obtain
〈...〉c = 1
2H2 (z1) (2pi)12
∫
d3kd3k1d
3k2d
3k3k
2
1 TΦ+Ψ (k, η)Tv (k1, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×〈ζ (k) ζ (k1) ζ (k2) ζ (k3)〉c
(
∂3k1r1e
ik1·n1r1) ei(k·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
=
1
2H2 (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k
2
2 Tv (k2, η)TΦ+Ψ (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
(
∂3k2r1e
−ik2·n1r1) ei(−k3·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
+
1
2H2 (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k
2
3 Tv (k3, η)TΦ+Ψ (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
(
∂3k3r1e
−ik3·n1r1) ei(−k2·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3) . (A.15)
By expanding in spherical harmonics we find the following reduced bispectrum
bΦv
′′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
4
pi2
ZΦv
′′
`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) + perms. , (A.16)
with
ZΦv
′′
``′ (z1, z2, z3) =
1
2H2 (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
4
2k
2
3 Tv (k2, η)TΦ+Ψ (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j′′′` (k2r1) j`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3)
+
1
2H2 (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
2
2k
4
3 Tv (k3, η)TΦ+Ψ (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j` (k2r1) j′′′`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3) , (A.17)
and as a function of power spectra
bΦv
′′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = C
Φδ
`2
(z1, z2)C
v′′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
Φδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
v′′δ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.18)
A.5 Term H−2∂2rΦW∂rv
To compute the bispectrum
〈(H−2∂2rΦW∂rv) (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms., (A.19)
it is enough to repeating the calculation of Sect. A.2, by replacing ∂2rv with ∂
2
rΦW . Hence,
we get straightforward
bΦ
′′v
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = C
vδ
`2
(z1, z2)C
Φ′′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
vδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
Φ′′δ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.20)
A.6 Term H−1ΦW∂rδ
We end this section by computing
〈(H−1ΦW∂rδ) (n1, z1) δ (n2, z2) δ (n3, z3)〉c + perms.. (A.21)
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By expanding the perturbation in Fourier modes we find
〈...〉c = 1
2H (z1) (2pi)12
∫
d3kd3k1d
3k2d
3k3k1 TΦ+Ψ (k, η)Tδ (k1, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×〈ζ (k) ζ (k1) ζ (k2) ζ (k3)〉c
(
∂k1r1e
ik1·n1r1) ei(k·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
=
1
2H (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k2 Tδ (k2, η)TΦ+Ψ (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
(
∂k2r1e
−ik2·n1r1) ei(−k3·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3)
+
1
2H (z1) (2pi)6
∫
d3k2d
3k3k3 Tδ (k3, η)TΦ+Ψ (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3)
(
∂k3r1e
−ik3·n1r1) ei(−k2·n1r1+k2·n2r2+k3·n3r3) . (A.22)
Finally, by expanding in spherical harmonics we obtain the reduced bispectrum
bΦδ
′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) =
4
pi2
ZΦδ
′
`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) + perms. , (A.23)
with
ZΦδ
′
``′ (z1, z2, z3) =
1
2H (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
3
2k
2
3 Tδ (k2, η)TΦ+Ψ (k3, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j′` (k2r1) j`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3)
+
1
2H (z1)
∫
dk2dk3k
2
2k
3
3 Tδ (k3, η)TΦ+Ψ (k2, η)Tδ (k2, η2)Tδ (k3, η3)
×Pζ (k2)Pζ (k3) j` (k2r1) j′`′ (k3r1) j` (k2r2) j`′ (k3r3) , (A.24)
and as a function of power spectra
bΦv
′′
`1`2`3
(z1, z2, z3) = C
Φδ
`2
(z1, z2)C
δ′δ
`3
(z1, z3) + C
Φδ
`3
(z1, z3)C
δ′δ
`2
(z1, z2) + perms. . (A.25)
B Explicit expression for the terms in the bispectrum obtained
from consistency relation
Using the following notation for the perturbed FLRW metric in Poisson Gauge
ds2 = a2(η)
[−(1 + 2Ψ)dη2 + (1− 2Φ)dx2] , (B.1)
the redshift perturbation induced by the long mode, defined to be minus the redshift
perturbations in synchronous gauge, is given by
∆z = (1 + z)
[
Ψ−Hv + ∂rv −
∫ η
ηO
dη′ (Φ˙ + Ψ˙)
]
. (B.2)
The corresponding transfer functions are
∆∆z` (z, k) = ∆
∆z,1
` (z, k) + ∆
∆z,2
` (z, k) + ∆
∆z,3
` (z, k) + ∆
∆z,4
` (z, k), (B.3)
where
∆∆z,1` = (1 + z)TΨ(η, k)j`(kr),
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∆∆z,2` = −(1 + z)HTv(η, k)j`(kr),
∆∆z,3` = (1 + z)kTvj
′
`(kr),
∆∆z,4` = −(1 + z)
∫ η
ηO
dη′TΦ˙+Ψ˙(η
′, k)j`(kr(η′)).
In Eq. (3.31) we apply the chain rule on the redshift partial derivative as
∂z =
1
(1 + z)H (−∂η + ∂r) . (B.4)
Since the term
1
(1 + z)HC
∆z∆g
`1
(z1, z2) ∂r2C
∆g∆g
`3
(z2, z3) (B.5)
includes some contributions of standard perturbation theory, see e.g. [52], we consider
only the time derivative in Eq. (B.4).
The volume perturbation at linear order is
δV
V
= −2(Φ + Ψ) + 1H Φ˙ +
(
H˙
H˙2 +
2
rH
)
Ψ
+
(
−3 + H˙H2 +
2
rH
)(
∂rv −
∫ η
ηO
dη′(Φ˙ + Ψ˙)
)
−
∫ η
ηO
dη′
(
2
r′
)
(Φ + Ψ)
+
∫ η
ηO
dη′
(
r − r′
r′r
)
∆Ω(Φ + Ψ) . (B.6)
Here we have neglected second derivatives acting on the long mode. However, we keep
the lensing term, even if it contains a second angular derivative acting on the long mode,
since a second angular derivative acting on a constant gradient is non-zero.
The corresponding transfer functions are
∆δV` (z, k) = ∆
δV,1
` (z, k) + ∆
δV,2
` (z, k) + ∆
δV,3
` (z, k) + ∆
δV,4
` (z, k) + ∆
δV,5
` (z, k)
+∆δV,6` (z, k) + ∆
δV,7
` (z, k), (B.7)
where
∆δV,1` = −2TΦ+Ψ(η, k)j`(kr),
∆δV,2` =
1
HTΦ˙(η, k)j`(kr),
∆δV,3` =
(
H˙
H2 +
2
rH
)
TΨ(η, k)j`(kr),
∆δV 4` =
(
−3 + H˙H2 +
2
rH
)
kTv(η, k)j
′
`(kr),
∆δV,5` = −
(
−3 + H˙H2 +
2
rH
)∫ η
ηO
dη′TΦ˙+Ψ˙(η
′, k)j`(kr′),
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∆δV,6` = −
∫ η
ηO
dη′
2
r′
TΦ+Ψ(η
′, k)j`(kr′),
∆δV,7` =
∫ η
ηO
dη′
(
r − r′
r′r
)
`(`+ 1)TΦ+Ψ(η
′, k)j`(kr′) .
The luminosity-distance perturbations at first-order is
δDl =
(
1
rH − 1
)(
∂rv + Ψ−
∫ η
ηO
dη′ (Ψ˙ + Φ˙)
)
−
∫ η
ηO
dη′
r′
(Ψ + Φ)− Φ +
∫ η
ηO
dη′
(
r − r′
2r′r
)
∆Ω(Φ + Ψ). (B.8)
The corresponding transfer functions are
∆δDl` (z, k) = ∆
δDl,1
` (z, k) + ∆
δDl,2
` (z, k) + ∆
δDl,3
` (z, k) + ∆
δDl,4
` (z, k) + ∆
δDl,5
` (z, k)
+∆δDl,6` (z, k) , (B.9)
where
∆δDl,1` =
(
1
rH − 1
)
kTvj
′
`(kr),
∆δDl,2` =
(
1
rH − 1
)
TΨ(η, k)j`(kr),
∆δDl,3` =
(
1− 1
rH
)∫ η
ηO
dη′TΦ˙+Ψ˙(η
′, k)j`(kr(η′)),
∆δDl,4` = −
∫ η
ηO
dη′
r′
TΦ+Ψ(η
′, k)j`(kr(η′)),
∆δDl,5` = −TΦ(η, k)j`(kr),
∆δDl,6` =
∫ η
ηO
dη′
(
r − r′
2r′r
)
`(`+ 1)TΦ+Ψ(η
′, k)j`(kr′) .
The quantity I in Eq. (3.31) is given by
I = Φ +
(
H− 1
r
)
v +
∫ η
ηO
dη′
r′
(Φ + Ψ) , (B.10)
where r = ηO − η and r′ = ηO − η′. The corresponding transfer functions are
∆I`(z, k) = ∆
I,1
` (z, k) + ∆
I,2
` (z, k) + ∆
I,3
` (z, k), (B.11)
where
∆I,1` = TΦ(η, k)j`(kr),
∆I,2` =
(
H− 1
r
)
Tvj`(kr),
∆I,3` =
∫ η
ηO
dη′
r′
TΦ+Ψ(η
′, k)j`(kr(η′)).
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C Systematic shift on fNL
In this appendix we briefly review why the projection of a secondary bispectrum on a
template is a good estimate of the systematic shift obtained if that secondary effect is
neglected. Assume that the full signal is given by Breal = BN + BGR + f¯NLBshape where
BN is the bispectrum from Newtonian perturbation theory and BGR is the relativistic
contributions. Now asume that one wants to extract fNL by comparing with a model
which is given by Bmodel = BN + fNLBshape. The log likelihood would be approximately
logL ⊃ −1
2
∑
(Breal −Bmodel)C−1(Breal −Bmodel)
= −1
2
∑
(BGR + (f¯NL − fNL)Bshape)C−1(BGR + (f¯NL − fNL)Bshape) , (C.1)
where C is the covariance matrix of the full bispectrum. We want to find the extrema of
this function in order to get the “measured” value of fNL (the one you would think you
measure if you ignore relativistic effects). We thus obtain
fNL − f¯NL =
(∑
BshapeC
−1BGR
)
/
(∑
BshapeC
−1Bshape
)
. (C.2)
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